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In [2], we have proved that a right non-singular ring R is right FPF (—every
finitely generated faithful right 72-module generates the category of right R-
modules) if and only if (1) R is right bounded, (2) The multiplication map
Q®Q-*Q is an isomorphism and Q is flat as a right ί?-module, where Q means
R
the maximal right quotient ring of R, (3) For any finitely generated right ideal
/ of R, TrR(I)®rR(I)=R (as ideals), where TrR(I) means the trace ideal of /
and rR(I) means the right annihilator ideal of /. This characterization implies
a following result of S. Page. "Let R be a right non-singular right FPF-ring
and Q be the maximal right quotient ring of R. Then Q is also right FPF
and is isomorphic to a finite direct product of full matrix rings over abelian
regular self-injective rings." However, as we can see from an example in
section 1, not all non-singular right FPF-rings arise in this fashion.
Therefore, in this paper, we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition
for a non-singular right FPF-ring to split into a finite direct product of full
matrix rings over FPF-rings whose maximal right quotient rings are abelian
regular self-injective rings. More precisely, we shall prove the following the-
orem.
Theorem 1. Let R be a non-singular right FPF-ring. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.
t
(1) jR^Π M
n
(fi(Si\ where each S{ is a non-singular right FPF-ring whose
maximal right quotient ring is an abelian regular self-injective ring.
(2) R contains a faithful and reduced FPF idempotent and R satisfies general
comparability.
By Y. Utumi [5], non-singular (right) continuous rings are shown to be
(Von Neumann) regular, and S. Page has determined the structure of regular
(right) FPF-rings. Therefore we are interested in the structure on non-singular
right quasi-continuous, right FPF-rings. In section 2, as an application of
Theorem 1, we shall determine the structure of non-singular right quasi-con-
tinuons right FPF-rings.
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0. Preliminaries
Throughout of this paper, we assume that a ring R has identity and all
modules are unitary.
Let -R be a ring. Then we say that R is right FPF if every'finitely generated
faithful right J?-module is a generator in the category of right jR-modules. If
R is a right non-singular right FPF-ring, then R is also left non-singular by
Theorem 3 of [4]. Therefore, we simply call R a non-singular right FPF-
ring.
Let e be an element of ίd(R) (=the set of all idempotents of R), where R
is a non-singular right FPF-ring. Then we say that e is a faithful and reduced
FPF idempotent if the right .R-module eR is faithful and the ring eRe is a non-
singular right FPF-ring whose maximal right quotient ring is an abelian regular
self-injective ring, where a regular ring R is said to be abelian if every idempotent
of R is central.
A ring R satisfies general comparability provided that for any e,f in id(R),
there exists h€ΞB(R) (=the set of all central idempotents of R) such that h(eR)<
h(fR) and (\-h)(fR)<(\-h)(eR), where h(eR)<h(fR) means that h(eR) is
isomorphic to a direct summand of h(fR).
Let M be a right jR-module. Then we use rR(M) to denote the right an-
nihilator ideal of Λf, and we use L
r
(M) to denote the lattice of all submodules
of M. M is said to have the extending property of modules for L
r
(M), pro-
vided that for any A in L
r
(M), there exists a direct summand A* of M such
that A<Ξ:
e
A*, where AζΞ:
e
A* means that A is an essential submodule of A*.
We say a ring R is right quasi-continuous if (1) R has the extanding pro-
perty of modules for L
r
(R), and (2) for A and B in L
r
(R), which are direct sum-
mand of R with AΓ\B—0, A@B is also a direct summand of R.
1. Proof of Theorem 1
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1. First we show the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. Let R be a non-singular right FPF-ring whose maximal right
quotient ring is an abelian regular self-injective ring. Then for any positive integer
ny Mn(R) satisfies general comparability.
Proof. First we assume that n— 1. Since Q, the maximal right quotient
ring of -R, is an abelian regular ring, B(Q)=B(R), hence id(Q)=id(R). Let e
and / are idempotents of R. Then eRΓ\fR=efR and ef is idempotent since
id(R) = B(R). So fRΠeR<fR=f(fR) and (!-/)(/*) ( = 0)<(1 -f)(eR).
Therefore R has general comparability. Next let w>l, and assume that the
Theorem holds for n— 1. Let e and/ are idempotent of M
n
(R). Then we note
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that eR and fR are isomorphic to e& QeJl and fιR® — ®f
u
R as right R-
modules, where e{ and /, (/=!, 2, " ,n) are idempotents of R. We set A =
eJίφ — ξBetR and B=flR® ~ξBfRny and set A'=e2R®~'®enR and 5'=
/frR0 0/
Λ
Jfί. By induction hypothesis, there exist central idempotents /^ /^
such that AI(*I*)^*I(/I*)> (l-Wι#)<(l-/*ι)(Λ and h2Ar<h2Br9 (l-h2)Bf
<(\—h^A. Now we set that ί1=A1A2 and *2=(1— /^(l— A2). Then ίx and *2
are in B(R), and ^£,=0. Moreover we see that ίι(^ )<ί1(/1Λ) and tλA'<t^E'^
Hence t
λ
A<tJΆ. Similarly, t2B<t2A. Further we set gι=h1(l—h2)ί g2=h2(l — h^
and g=gl+g2. Then since Λ1(^)<A1(/1Λ), we have g1(e1R)<g1(f1R) and &(/#)
«£ι(fyR)0A for some A. Similarly, we obtain that g2(eιR)G*g2(fιR)®Cι for
some Ci. Furthermore we have that g2B
f
=g2A'@D2 and £ι^'=£ι£'θC2 for
A, C2. We see that gA^(g1(e1R)®g2(flR)®g1B'®g2A')®(C1®C2) and ^ Λ«
some (A(^Λ)0&(/ι-R)θΛβ'0^/)® (Aθ A) On the o^er hand, since Ci <
Similarly, A®A^(W~1)^ Hence by induction hypothesis, there exists a
central idempotent k of Λ such that Λ(C10C2)<Λ(A® A) and (1-Λ)(AΘA)<
(1— A)(C!0C2). Set t3=gk and t4=g(l-k). Then /3, /4 are in B(R) and ί3/4= 0
and t3+t4= g. We see that t3A<t3B and t^B<t^A. Now we set β^+fg. Then
eA<eB and (1— β)B<(l— ^ )^4. Therefore M
n
(Λ) has general comparability.
Proof of Theorem 1.
(1)=^(2); By Lemma 1, R has general comparability, and it is easily seen
that R contains a faithful and reduced FPF imdempotent.
(2)=Φ(1); Let g be a a faithful and reduced FPF idempotent of #. We
claim that g is a faithful abelian idempotent of Q. Set H=rQ(gQ), then since
Q is right self-injective regular, H—eQ for some central idempotent e of R.
Further by Theorem 1 of [3], B(R)=B(Q), so e must be zero since gR is
faithful. Hence gQ is a faithful right ζ)-module. We note that gQg is a
maximal right quotient ring ofgRg. Thus £ is a faithful abelian idempotent of
Q. Since £? is also right FPF by [4, Theorem 2], Q<n(gQ) for some positive
integer n. For each /=!, 2, ••-,# let ^ be the supremum of all e^B(R) for
which K?)Q <*(#£>)• By [2, Theorem 10, 15], etQ<t(etgQ). Then e^e^
<?„=!, and we define that/!=^, and ίt~ei~et.l for all t=2, ••-, n. Note that
n
the //s are pairwise orthogonal, and Vft=Vet=\. Therefore Q=ΐiftQ9 and
/=1
since B(R)=B(Q), we see that R = ΐ[ftR. Thus it only remains to show that
/=!
each of the rings ftR is isomorphic to a ίXί-matrix ring over a FPF-ring whose
maximal right quotient ring is an abelian regular self-injective ring. Since
fiQ^fiSQ^SQ and gQg is abelian, we see that the ring/ijj is abelian. Further-
more, fiQ is a maximal right quotient ring of f
λ
R. Now consider any integer
t& {2, •••, n}. Note that ftQ is a regular ring of index t. We have
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and etQ<t(etgQ), whence ftQ<t(ftgQ). Since R has general comparability,
there exists a central idempotent e of R such that (t— V)(egR)<eR and (\—e)R<
(
ί
_l)(l_^U. Then (\-e)Q<(t-\)(\-e)gQy so l-e<et^ Thus /, <
!-*,_!<*. Therefore (t-l)(ftgR)<ftR. We have that ftR=(t-l)(ftgR)®A
for some A Next by general comparability of jR, there exists acentral
idempotent h of R such that h(ftgR)<hA, and (l—h)A<(l—h)(ftgR).
Then hA=h(ftgR)®B and (\-ti)(ftgR)^(l-h)A®C for some 5 and C. Now
ftR^t(hftgR)®B@t((l—K)A)@(t—\)C. Hence there exist idempotents &, (£==
1, 2. 3, 4) of /,# such that ^Λ«(*(*/,£/?), k2R^B, k^t((\-h}A\ and Λ4Λ^
(f—1)C. We claim that each Λ f is central. If kλ is not central, then Ή.oτΏ.Q(k1QJ
(ft-k1)Q)^(ft-k1)Qk1Φθy whence Hom0(A/^ρ, (/,-Λ)ρ)Φθ. Let <p be a
nonzero element of HomQ(hftgQ, (ft—kι)Q). Then φ(hftg) is nonzero and
φ(hftg)Q is a direct summand of (/*—&ι)£λ In particular, φ(hftg)Q is a projec-
tive and hence we have that hftgQ = E(&Kerφ for some E. Since E^φ(hftg)Q,
we have that E<hftQ. But then /*/,£) contains a direct sums of t-\-\ nonzero
pairwise isomorphic right ideals, which contradicts the index of ftQ. Therefore
k is central. Likewise for k2, k3, k4. Next we show that kz and k± are zero. It
is easily seen that k2 is zero since ftgR is a faithful right/^-module. Since
C<(l-h)(ftgR), R^(t-ί)C<(t-l)(l-h)ftgR. Hence (l-h)ftk4R<(t-l)
(l—h)ftk4gRy so (1—A)/f&4<0/-ι. But since et^l=et—ft9 et^ is orthogonal to
/,_!. Thus k4 = (l~h)ftk4=0. Consequently, ftR = klR®k2R^t(hftgR)®
^(l-)Aμ)«W^)®ί((l7*)ΛfΛ)«ί(/^Λ). "ΊTius ftR = Mt(ftgRftg) as
rings, since ftgQftg is a maximal right quotient ring offtgRftg and is an abelian
regular right self-injective ring. Thus the proof is complete.
EXAMPLE. There exists a non-singular two-sided FPF-ring R9 which is not
isomorphic to a full matrix ring of non-singular FPF-ring whose maximal right
quotient ring is an abelian regular self-injective ring.
Proof. Let D be a PrUfer domain which is not a principal ideal domain and
let / be a non-principal finitely generated ideal of D. We set R— f D /\.
I/-1 D)
It is easy to see that R is non-singular FPF-ring, and R does not satisfy
general comparability. Hence by Thoerem 1, R is not isomorphic to a full
matrix ring over a non-singular FPF-ring whose maximal right quotient ring is
an abelian regular self-injective ring.
2. Non-singular quasi-continuous FPF-rings
In this section, as an application of Theorem 1, we shall determine the
structure of non-singular quasi-continuous FPF-rings. First we recall that a
ring R is right quasi-continuous if (1) R has the extending property of modules
for L
r
(R), and (2) For any A, B in L
r
(R), which are direct summand of R with
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A 0-2=0, A@B is also a direct summand of R.
In [3], K. Oshiro has studied qusai-continuous modules, and proved the
following.
Proposition 1 ([3, Propositions 1.5 and 3.1]). Let M be a right R-module.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) M is right quasi-continuous.
(2) (i) M has the extending property of modules for L
r
(M).
(ii) For any A and B in L
r
(M) such that jB<φM i.e. B is a direct
summand of M, and AΓ\B = 0, every homomorphism of A to B is extended to a
homomorphism of M to B.
(3) Every decomposition E(M)=E
λ
®E2® - - - ®En implies that M= (Eλ Π M)
®(E2Γ\M)®'"®(EnΓ\M)y where E(M) denotes the ίnjective hull of M.
In order to determine the structure of non-singular quasi-continuous FPF-
rings, we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let R be a non-singular right quasi-continuous right FPF-rίng.
Then R satisfies general comparability.
Proof. Let e and / are idempotents of R, and consider an exact sequence
0-»£/2n/R->/jR->(l —e)fR-*Ό. Since R is right quasi-continuous, R has the
extending property of modules for L
r
(R), (1—e)fR is projective. Thus eRΓ\fR
is a dierct summand of fR. Similarly, eR Π fR<®eR. Hence eR=(eR Π /R)θ
βiR andfR=(eRΓ\fR)®fιR. It follows that if there exists a central idempotent
h of R such lhat hfaR^tyύR) and (1-A)(/1Λ)<(1-A)(^1Λ), then h(eR)<h(fR)
and (1— A)(/jR)<(l— h)(eR). Hence R satisfies general comparability. There-
fore, we may assume that eR Π /R=0. Let X denote the collection of all triples
(A, By φ) such that A^eR, B^fR, and φ: A-+B is an isomorphism. Define a
partial order on X by setting (A", B", φ'1} <, (A!9 B', φ') whenever A"<A',
5"< J2', and φ' is an extention of φ". By Zorn's lemma, there exists a maximal
element (Ar, B', φ1) in X. Since R has the extending property of modules for
L
r
(R), there exist direct summands A*9 B* of R such that A'^^*9 B'<^eA*.
Then since R is right quasi-continuous, by the condition (2) of Proposition 1, we
have homomorphisms φ: A*-+B*, and ψ: β*->^4*, whih which are extensions
of the isomorphisms φ' and (φ')'1 respectively. We show that φ is an isomor-
phism. Let m be an element of A* such that φ(m) = 0. Then since A'^
e
A*t
J={r€ΞR\mrξΞA'} is an essential right ideal ofR and φ'(mr)=Q for any r€Ξj.
Thus mj=0 since φ' is an isomorphism, and m—0. Hence φ is a monomor-
phism. Next let m be any element of B*. Then for any element r of H=
{rEΞR\mrEΞB'}y φ Λ)r(mr) = φ'(φr)~1(mr) = mr, where φ is an epimorphism.
Therefore φ is an isomorphism. On the other hand, by the maximality of
(A'9 B', φ')9 (Af, B'y φ')=(A*> B*, φ), hence A' and B' are direct summand of
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R. Thus eR=Λ'®elR and fR = B'®flR. Set I=rR(e1R). Since R is right
FPF, there exists a central idempotent h of R such that I=hR by [3, Theorem 1].
In this case, we have that h(eR)=h(A')^h(B')<h(fR). Next we show that
ΛR(1— A) = 0. If /!#(!— A)ΦO, then there is a nonzero element x^f^l—h).
Since #1? is non-singular, AZ/Ϊ is projective, so that there exists an idempotent t
of R such that xR^tR by the extending property to R. We note that tRh^
xRh=0. Since / φ 0, it follows that t $ hR. Then yt Φ 0 for some y e ^Λ. We
have an exact sequence xR-*tR^ytR-*Qy and that ytR is projective. Thus
there exists a monomorphism g:ytR-*xR. Since jtfe^ί? and x^faR, we
obtain that (.^ '0 ,^ 5'0£(3;tR), £>'0£)eJ*Γ. But this contradicts the maxi-
mality of (A', B ', φ'). Therefore /1Λ(1-A)=0. Now (\-h)(fR)=(\-K)(B')
— fi)(eR). Therefore Λ satisfies general comparability.
Theorem 2. Let R be a non-singular right FPF-ring and Q be the maximal
right quotient ring of R. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) R is right quasi-continuous.
(2) id(R)=id(Q).
t(3) R ^  R
λ
 X Π M
n
(i)(Si), where Rl is a non-singular right FPF-ring whose
ί = l
maximal right quotient ring is an άbelian regular self-injective ring, and each S{ is
an abelian regular self-injective ring and n(
Proof. (1)=Φ>(3); Since Q is a regular self-injective ring of bounded index,
Q has an faithful and abelian idempotent ey i.e. the right (^-module eQ is faithful
and the ring eQe is abelian regular. Then Q~eQ®(\— e)Q. Thus by the
condition (3) of Proposition 1, R—e'R@e"R for some idempotents 0', e" of R.
We show that e' is a faithful and reduced FPF-idempotent. Let I=rR(e'R).
Then since R is right FPF, by Theorem 1 of [3], there exists a central idem-
potent / of R such that I=fR. Set /= {r <=R \ er<=R} . Then we obtain that
eJ^eQΓ\R=efR and ejf=0, so ef= 0 since / is an essential right ideal of R.
While since eQ is faithful, / must be zero. Hence e'R is faithful. Furthermore,
eQe is clearly, a maximal right quotient ring of e'Re'. Therefore e' is a faithful
and reduced FPF idempotent. Moreover, by Lemma 2, R satisfies general com-
t
parability. Therefore it follows from Theorem 1 that R ^  Π -^«(i)(*5'*)> where
each Sf is a non-singular right FPF-ring whose the maximal right quotient ring
is an abelian regular self-injective ring. We claim that if n(i)^2, then each S{
is a self-injective regular ring. To prove this, we set R=M
n
(S) (n^2), where
S is a non-singular right FPF-ring whose the maximal right quotient ring Q(S)
is abelian regular. Assume that Q(S)ΦS and let w be any element of Q(S)—S.
Set e== (I, 0, »,0, aΛ. Then clearly, eQ = /Q(S), Q(S), •••, Q(S)\ and
0 J I 0 j
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(1— e)Q — {/ wx1} wxz, ...... , wxn \\x, x, •••, xn e Q(S)}. In this case
= ίS, S, -, S\ and (l-e)^n/?={/^1,wj2J, -, υy.\ \ y,, y2,
v o I
= {re 5 1 we 5}}. Hence(eQf}R)®((l—e)QΓ\R)=(S,—,S\3=R. But this
U ;S\
\j, ,jl
contradicts that R is right quasi-continuous. Therefore Q(S)=S, so S is regular
self-injective.
(3)=^ (2) Since idempotent of R
λ
 are central, id(R1)=id(QmJiR1)). Therefore
id(R)=id(Q}.
(2)=Φ>(1); By the condition (3) of Proposition 1, it suffices to show that if Q=
)® ~®e
n
Q for some idempotents e{ of Q, then R=(e1QnR)®(e2QnR)
(e
u
QR). But since id(R)=id(Q), this is clear.
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